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ABSTRACT
This paper develops a unified framework for training and de-

ploying deep neural networks on the edge computing framework
for image defect detection and classification. In the proposed
framework, we combine the transfer learning and data augmen-
tation with the improved accuracy given the small sample size.
We further implement the edge computing framework to satisfy
the real-time computational requirement. After the implement of
the proposed model into a rolling manufacturing system, we con-
clude that deep learning approaches can perform around 30-40%
better than some traditional machine learning algorithms such as
random forest, decision tree, and SVM in terms of prediction
accuracy. Furthermore, by deploying the CNNs in the edge com-
puting framework, we can significantly reduce the computational
time and satisfy the real-time computational requirement in the
high-speed rolling and inspection system. Finally, the saliency
map and embedding layer visualization techniques are used for a
better understanding of proposed deep learning models.

1 INTRODUCTION
In modern manufacturing systems, image-based inspection

techniques have gained much popularity in modern industrial
systems due to the low cost and high efficiency of the image sen-
sors. Furthermore, both the production speed and sensing rate
have increased dramatically. For example, in the current high-
speed metal rolling manufacturing system, the production line
speed is around 100m/s [1]. To keep up with the high production

speed, high-speed image inspection systems are required to help
improve the manufacturing process. With tens or even hundreds
of these cameras installed in the entire production line, it be-
comes possible that the amount of data generated in one second
can be up to gigabytes for the entire manufacturing systems.

On the other hand, image data present complex spatial cor-
relation with little loss so that it becomes a powerful base for
analysis and inspection. Figure 1 shows an illustration sample
of different types of anomalies produced by the rolling manufac-
turing processes. Given images with different labels observed in
Figure 1, we would like to classify the image patches to different
types of anomalies for better fault diagnosis. However, different
types of anomalies have very different and complex spatial cor-
relation, which creates significant challenges for the design of
machine learning algorithms.

In recent years, deep learning methods have been proposed
and also have achieved initial success in image classification in
manufacturing systems. But the development of different deep
learning architectures in the manufacturing setting with a limited
sample size has not been not fully discussed. Furthermore, deep
learning algorithms typically have larger computational com-
plexity than traditional machine learning methods, which has
not yet been addressed for real-time implementation. Traditional
computing architectures will have to integrate centralized cloud
computing for data processing if they are applied in real-time
implementation, as mentioned above. However, cloud comput-
ing results in sending a massive amount of data to and from the
centralized cloud system, which increases the demand for the
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FIGURE 1. ANOMALY SNAPSHOTS IN ROLLING MANUFAC-
TURING PROCESS

network bandwidth. Also, data transmission latency limits the
performance of real-time IoT applications. The solution to these
limitations of cloud computing is edge computing, which decen-
tralizes the processing of data near the end-user. Edge computing
significantly reduces the data transfer latency by processing data
locally and lowers the network bandwidth requirements.

In this paper, we propose a complete procedure to develop
and apply deep learning architectures into the defect classifica-
tion framework using real data collected from the rolling manu-
facturing process. Parameters of pre-trained models except the
last few layers are used directly to save training time and im-
prove the performance for limited sample classification. Perfor-
mance comparison between different methods is given in this pa-
per, which shows the application of part of layers in pre-trained
models and the parameters can achieve a significant improve-
ment based on limited sample size in the manufacturing pro-
cess. Furthermore, through implementing proposed CNNs into
the edge computing framework, we are able to alleviate the pro-
cessing power requirement and network transmission of the cen-
tral processing server and satisfy the real-time requirement in the
manufacturing systems.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Development of image classification

As the capacity of obtaining images with the high quality
increases during the production process, image-based techniques
have been widely used in manufacturing industry quality con-
trol with specific tasks such as surface quality inspection [2].
Yan et al. [3] have divided the traditional approaches for image-
based process monitoring and diagnosis into four steps: image
acquisition, image pre-processing, feature extraction, and pro-
cess monitoring & fault diagnostics. Image acquisition and im-
age pre-processing refer to the steps of transferring the image
data from sensors to the central server with preliminary data
pre-processing. Feature extraction aims to extract useful fea-
tures from the original images. For feature extraction methods,

methods such as bag of features [4], dimension reduction [3],
spatial pyramids and kernel-based pyramid matching [5], SIFT
features [6] are often used. In numerous manufacturing indus-
tries like steel companies, classifying defects plays a significant
part in fault diagnostics. To achieve this, supervised learning
techniques are often used in the extracted features, which is very
common in manufacturing currently. Many other ML algorithms
are established based on it, such as neural networks (NNs), sup-
port vector machines (SVMs), random forest (RF) and Bayesian
modeling that are all widely used in production system [7]. For
example, SPM features are used in SVM to realize tasks with
high accuracy [8]. Recently, Neural Networks, which were in-
spired by the functionality of the brain, have become popular in
manufacturing [9, 10]. They can be applied in the classification
of tool wear, estimation of drift trend for yield enhancement and
process control. [11, 12]

Recent progress of deep learning architectures such as the
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) has enabled machine
learning algorithms to be directly applied to the images with-
out manual feature extraction. CNNs [13] has gained some ini-
tial attention on supervised image classification. Different archi-
tectures including AlexNet [14], VGGNet [15], GoogleNet [16],
and ResNet [17] continue to improve the image classification ac-
curacy.

Because of fast and easy access to image data in the manu-
facturing process, the application of CNNs has also become pop-
ular in product defect detection, segmentation, and recognition in
the inspection systems [18]. Method comparison between CNNs
and other ML methods show us that CNNs provide significant
improvement in detecting faults in many different settings [19].
Tao et al. have applied CNNs for the metal surface image defect
classification [20]. Besides, some classic CNNs such as LeNet-5
are modified to improve fault diagnosis [21]. One specific reason
for the popularity of the deep learning techniques applied to man-
ufacture applications is the transfer learning capacity. Especially,
training only the last few layers of any pre-trained CNNs on natu-
ral images can often achieve great accuracy for other tasks. How-
ever, due to the large gap between natural images used in many
pre-trained CNNs and manufacturing inspection images, and to
the best of our knowledge, the effects of different architectures
of pre-trained CNNs have not been fully studied in the manufac-
turing defect detection problem.

2.2 Edge-computing framework
Recently, the edge computing framework has attracted the

attention of some researchers, given its faster computational
speed, closer to the data source, smaller latency, better security,
scalability, versatility, and reliability. Moreover, there is a grow-
ing trend of deploying deep learning architectures, such as CNNs
into the edge computing framework [22], which have shown ini-
tial success in many IoT applications.
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GPUs and FPGAs are used at the edge servers. Recently,
FPGAs are becoming popular for the edge computing [23]. The
advantages of using FPGAs for edge computing include offering
high energy efficiency as compared to GPUs. Moreover, GPUs
achieve high throughput when processing a batch of data in par-
allel, while FPGAs throughput does not depend on the batch size
of data. Thus, FPGAs are more suitable for the processing of
streaming data in real-time image defect detection and classifi-
cation in the manufacturing setting.

In an industrial system design, an FPGA could be installed
as a co-processor (i.e., a processor used to supplement functions
of the primary processor) or as a System on Chip (SoC) solution.
Host processors performing system processing and FPGAs could
be integrated on the same board. As another option, some of
the processing functions could be moved from processors to an
FPGA. It is also possible to offload all processor tasks into an
FPGA as an FPGA-based Soc platform [24].

In literature, using FPGAs for computations is by imple-
menting a design at Register Transfer Level (RTL) (e.g., [25])
using Hardware Descriptive Languages (HDLs) such as Verilog
and VHDL. Also, FPGA developers can utilize High-level Syn-
thesis (HLS) tools that take C/C++ code as input and output RTL
code (e.g., [26]), without knowing the underlying hardware de-
tails.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no research about the
application and feasibility of FPGA in the manufacturing system,
which will be further studied in this paper.

3 MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this paper, we will first describe the procedure of applying

deep learning algorithms for image defect classification. After
the image acquisition, we divided the follow-up procedures into
the training phase and the online deployment phase in the edge
computing framework. In the training phases, additional tech-
niques such as image augmentation and transfer learning can be
further applied. In the online deployment, we will discuss how
to deploy the trained model into the edge computing framework.
Finally, the saliency map and embedding layers map can be used
for the domain engineers to better visualize and understand these
classification results. Figure 2 shows the details of the proposed
framework.

3.1 Training Techniques
We will first discuss the training techniques that helped to

solve the small sample problem. We will implement the transfer
learning techniques on training based on two pre-trained archi-
tectures AlexNet and ResNet and compare it with the end-to-end
training techniques on the customized Neural Network.

Online Classification

Deployment in the FPGA Framework

Load Pretrained Model

Training Dataset

Image Acquisition

CustomizedResNetAlexNet

Data Augmentation

Training via Stochastic Gradient Descent

TRAIN

Interpretation via Visualization

Saliency Map Embedding Map
Disign and initialize the classifiers

FIGURE 2. FLOWCHART OF PROPOSED METHODS

3.1.1 CNN architectures: Transfer Learning and
Customized Architectures A typical CNN normally con-
sists of convolutional layers, activation layers, and fully con-
nected layers. The layers that builds the architectures in this
study are summarized as follows:

1. C(O,K,S,P): Convolutional layer with arguments referring
to number of output channels O, kernel size K, stride S and
size of zero-padding P.

2. MP(K): Maxpooling layer, which compute the largest value
for each K ×K window.

3. AP(): Average layer, which computes the average value for
each window to get output with 1×1 size.

4. R(): Rectified linear unit (ReLU) defined as f (x) =
max(0,x).

5. SM(): Softmax layer, defined as f (x)i = exp(xi)/∑i exp(xi).
6. BN(): Batch-normalization layer, which helps reduce the

amount by what the hidden unit values shift around.
7. D(): Dropout layer, which can help reduce overfitting by

randomly dropping out some nodes in the process of train-
ing.

Transfer Learning AlexNet famously won the ILSVRC 2012
competition, which consists of five convolutional layers, and
three fully-connected layers with a last 1000-way softmax layer
to do classification [27]. Recently, ResNets such as ResNet50
have won the ILSVRC 2015 by introducing the residual module
and deeper network. In this paper, we will apply both AlexNet
and ResNet50, which have been pre-trained to classify 1000 ob-
ject categories on the ImageNet database [28]. Furthermore, to
modify the AlexNet and ResNet to model the defective images,
we design the following architectures and replace the last few
layers with fully convolutional layers for classification. Fully
convolutional layers indicate that the neural network is composed
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Alexnet layers in torchvision
Self-designed classifer
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FIGURE 3. ALEXNET ARCHITECTURE
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FIGURE 4. RESNET50 ARCHITECTURE

of all convolutional layers without any fully-connected layers
commonly found at the bottom of other neural networks. Design-
ing a fully convolutional network is more beneficial for manufac-
turing defect detection in the following aspects: 1) More spatial
information: using fully connected layers may cause the loss of
spatial information, whereas a fully convolutional network uses
the spatial information from the beginning to the end. 2) Com-
putational efficiency: using fully convolutional layers is typi-
cally more computational efficient due to highly efficient convo-
lutional operators. 3) Reduced model complexity: The number
of parameters in the deep learning models can be reduced greatly,
which lead to the less strict requirement for sample size needed
to train such deep learning networks. This is especially impo-
rant for manufacturing systems. Finally, the architectures for
AlexNet and ResNet with our self-designed fully convolutional
CNNs parts are visualized respectively in Figure 3 and Figure 4.

Customized Architecture To design a customized network for
rolling examples, we don’t require the images to have such high
resolution since the amount of information needed to classify the
image is less than the natural imaging. Therefore, we downsam-
ple the size of the images to 64×64 and design the architecture
based on it. The architecture is visualized in Table 1 and Figure
5.

64*64*3 32*32*100 8*8*200 4*4*400 4*4*80 1*1*14

FIGURE 5. SIMPLE CNNS ARCHITECTURE

3.1.2 Image Pre-processing and Augmentation
The input to AlexNet and ResNet is an RGB image of size
224×224×3, which means that three channels are required, and
all images should be cropped to meet the input size requirement.
Due to the lack of uniformness of our rolling image dataset, im-
age pre-processing has been done to generate data in a tensor for-
mat parallel with RGB images without omitting useful informa-
tion. Transformations like cropping and resizing are necessary
for pre-processing based on the following augmentation layers:

1. Cr(K): Randomly crop the image into K×K size output with
a random ratio from 0.5 to 1.0.

2. Re(K): Resize the image into an expected K×K size output
image.

3. To(): Convert the PIL image into a tensor format.
4. L(): Normalize the image data ranging from 0.000 to 1.000.
5. Nor(): Normalize a tensor image with mean and standard

deviation. Here we set (0.485,0.456,0.406) as the mean,
and (0.229,0.224,0.225) as the standard deviation, which
is to ensure the images have the same mean and standard
deviation of the natural images for pre-training.

3.2 Implementation of Edge-computing Framework
In this paper, we have implemented Intel FPGA SDK for

OpenCL to develop the FPGA accelerator for the proposed de-
sign. OpenCL (Open Computing Language) is a framework for
parallel programming and accelerating algorithms across hetero-
geneous platforms [29]. In general, OpenCL enables develop-
ers to compute kernels using a C-based programming language.
OpenCL provides an application programming interface (API)
for the host processor to communicate with the hardware accel-
erator (e.g., the FPGA) or kernels communicating directly.

In order to deploy Neural Networks (NNs) using OpenCL,
we have implemented the required kernels for different function-
alities of the target NN such as convolutional layers, activation
layers, batch normalization layers, and different pooling layers
and connect these modules together. We also utilize a multi-
level memory hierarchy to facilitate the storage and transfer of
data. OpenCL improves the code portability and programmabil-
ity of FPGAs as well as enabling more efficient and easier design
space exploration to find an optimum architecture configuration
for a specific FPGA device and CNN architecture.
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TABLE 1. ARCHITECTURE DETAILS OF DEEP LEARNING MODELS USED IN THIS STUDY

Model Type Sub Module Architecture

AlexNet Feature
C(64, 11, 4 ,2) - R() - MP() - C(192, 5, 1, 2) - R() - MP() - C(384, 3, 1, 1)

- R()- C(256, 3, 1, 1) - R() - C(256, 3, 1, 1)

Classifier C(50, 1, 1, 1) - R() -C(14, 1, 1, 1) - AP()

ResNet ResModule() Identity + C(64, 1, 1, 0) - BN() - C(64, 3, 1, 1) - BN() - C(256, 1, 1, 0) - BN() - R()

Feature C(3, 7, 2, 3) - BN() - R() - MP() - ResModule() - ResModule() - ResModule() - ResModule()

Classifier C(100, 1, 1, 1) - R() -C(14, 1, 1, 1) - AP()

Simple CNNs Main Architecture
C(100, 3, 1, 1) - MP()- R() - C(200, 3, 1, 1) - MP()- R() - C(400, 3, 1, 1)

- MP()- R() - D() - C(80, 3, 1, 1) - R() - C(14, 1, 1, 1)- R() - AP()

TABLE 2. DATA AUGMENTATION LAYERS

Model Type Augmentation Layers

AlexNet and ResNet Cr(256) - Re(224) - To() - L() - Nor()

Simple CNNs Cr(80) - Re(64) - To() - L() - Nor()

In our work, the FPGA is used as a co-processor or an I/O
companion alongside a host processor via the PCIe interface.
The design includes a host program and a set of kernels for the
CNN architecture. The OpenCL framework compiles the host
code and the CNN architecture kernels and configures the ker-
nels onto the FPGA. By executing the host program, we run the
architecture using input data and commands sent from the host
processor and receive results processed by the FPGA on the host
processor [30].

3.3 Visualization
3.3.1 Saliency Map Visualization Neural networks

are often described as ”black box” [31]. The lack of under-
standing of how neural networks make predictions enables un-
predictability, causing distrust of AI-assisted systems for the do-
main engineers in the manufacturing system. Saliency maps in
computer vision provide indications of the most salient regions
within images. By creating a saliency map for neural networks,
we can gain some intuition on ”where the network is paying the
most attention to” in an input image. The spatial configuration
of targets could be reflected clearly and efficiently by highlight-
ing the regions discriminating target from background [32]. In
this paper, we propose to borrow the saliency map techniques
based on the guided backpropagation to back-propagate the gra-
dient back to the original input images [33] to highlight the cor-
responding areas, which is responsible for such classification re-
sults.

TABLE 3. IMAGE SAMPLES IN EACH CATEGORY

Label 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Count 43 72 75 134 54 89 78 18

Label 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 -

Count 18 105 72 75 127 115 96 -

3.3.2 Embedding layer visualization For the high-
dimensional problem, it is challenging to get the map of how well
the model can make a decision given unseen samples. In this pa-
per, t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) tech-
nique is applied to visualize the embedding layer of the CNNs
architectures. By reducing the tendency to crowd points together
in the center of a single map [34], it can help us visualize the
clusters of each label in a 2-D map before the final layer of our
CNNs algorithms.

4 CASE STUDY
4.1 Data processing

In this section, we will use real images collected from the
quality inspection of the rolling manufacturing to illustrate the
performance of the proposed defects classification procedures.
The domain engineers helped us labeled the anomalous images
as different classes. In total, there are 1173 images, with each
one being labeled as one of 14 various known classes by domain
engineers. Figure 1 illustrates 14 different defect classes. Table
3 shows the respective number of samples for each type of de-
fect. It is clear that many classes have limited samples due to
the sparsity of the defective samples. To avoid overfitting on the
small sample size in Table 3, we implement the data augmenta-
tion techniques illustrated in Table 2 for deep learning methods.
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4.2 Parameters tuning
Comparison among different CNNs and other methods that

are not included in deep learning is conducted based on both the
training and, more importantly, testing performance in the metal
rolling manufacturing system. Learning rates for the train stage
for all three different CNNs are set to 0.0001 and the optimizers
are Adam(Adaptive Moment Estimation) in our case study. The
ratio of training and testing sample size is fixed to 8:2. For the
random forest model, the number of trees here is set as 1000, and
the maximum of depth of the trees is 9. For SVM, the regulariza-
tion parameter is 1 and we use linear kernel to fit the model. For
decision trees method, the depth maximum is fixed to 9 eventu-
ally. All the tuning parameters are selected by the cross valida-
tion procedure.

4.3 Evaluation and result comparison
For the evaluation of the proposed methods, we first like

to compare the classification accuracy, which is defined as the
percentage of the images which are classified correctly. For the
benchmark methods, we compared the proposed methods with
several image classification techniques in the literature, such as
random forest, SVM, and decision tree. The training and test ac-
curacy of the proposed methods and the benchmark methods are
shown in Table 4. From Table 4, we can conclude the following:
1) The training accuracy rates for all methods are around 99%,
which means all the models have been trained sufficiently. 2)
The test accuracy scores generated from deep learning methods
outperform all non-deep learning methods dramatically, which
achieve at most 56% for random forest. For example, the pre-
trained AlexNet, ResNet50, and customized NN can achieve
84%, 83%, and 77%. 3) Among all the deep learning methods,
the pre-trained models, namely AlexNet and ResNet50 perform
better than the customized simple CNN. The reason for the supe-
rior performance of the pre-trained models is that transfer learn-
ing can be very beneficial in the case of limited training sam-
ple size. Furthermore, given that manufacturing images often
contains simpler patterns compared to the natural images, using
deeper architecture such as ResNet50 does not help too much. 4)
Based on Table 4, we recommend Alexnet, given its less model
complexity and greater accuracy. In Figure 6, the confusion ma-
trix generated by testing based on trained AlexNet model and
fitted Random forest model, which performs best among listed
CNN methods and Non-CNN methods respectively in this paper.
Figure 6 indicates that AlexNet model is able to predict more
pictures accurately than Random Forest can. One thing in com-
mon is that some specific labels are so similar that both methods
cannot identify them very clearly, such as label 5 and 6.

To understand more about how the proposed methods are
able to classify these images, we will use the saliency map to il-
lustrate how the NNs give such prediction intuitively and how it
can be used to locate different types of anomalies. The saliency
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FIGURE 6. CONFUSION MATRIX

TABLE 4. ACCURACY COMPARISON

Methods Training Accuracy Testing Accuracy

AlexNet 99% 84%

ResNet50 99% 83%

Simple CNNs 98% 77%

Random Forest 99% 56%

SVM 98% 34%

Decision Trees 99% 39%

maps are plotted in Figure 7. We can clearly see that the pre-
trained networks such as Alexnet and ResNet50 are able to focus
on the major discriminative patterns, such as different line pat-
terns and curve patterns. Even though the customized simple
CNN can detect the majority of the patterns as well, it is much
noisier since the limited number of samples introduce larger vari-
ance in the trained CNN kernels. Furthermore, the saliency maps
also highlight the image defect location for better localization of
defects in these inspection images.

Furthermore, we plotted the embedding maps of trained
AlexNet to visualize the image representation before the final
classification layer. By using the t-SNE to reduce the dimension-
ality to 2-D, we can conclude that in Figure 8, most defects with
the same label are nicely clustered. Therefore, it becomes easy
to understand why test accuracy gained by trained Alexnet can
reach 84% around. Furthermore, these low-dimensional repre-
sentations can be used for other machine learning tasks as well.
Finally, we would like to evaluate the impact of different hard-
ware designs on the real-time implementation of the proposed
CNN architectures for online defect classification. The rolling
inspection system in our system has the sampling rate as 50HZ,
which requires the processing time lower than 20ms per sample
for real-time implementation. We will compare the performance
of the cloud computing architecture and the edge computing ar-
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Input Alexnet ResNet50 Customized

FIGURE 7. SALIENCY MAPS OF TRAINED ALEXNET

chitecture in terms of computational time for processing each
single image sample and whether they can satisfy the real-time
monitoring requirement. For cloud computing, we compare the
performance based on the CPU and GPU computing. For edge
computing, we will compute the performance based on FPGA.
For modified AlexNet model, we decompose the total computa-
tional time (denoted as total) into reading data to memory (de-
noted as to memory), time to transfer the data from memory to
GPU (denoted as to GPU), feature layers in CNN (denoted as
feature), classifier layers in CNN (denoted as classifier) in Table
5. The reason for the slow computational time in the CPU ar-
chitecture (i.e., more than 100ms) is the feature layers, which
requires to compute many expensive convolutional layers. In
comparison, using the GPU architecture can greatly reduce the
computational time in the feature layer due to the efficient imple-
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TABLE 5. TIME COMPARISON FOR ALEXNET(UNIT:MS)

Steps CPU GPU Edge

To memory 13 13 -

To GPU - 58.990 -

Feature 109.243 4.020 7.875

Classifier 1.499 0.463 0.262

Total 123.742 76.473 8.137

mentation of the convolutional operator. However, the latency of
transferring the data to GPU takes more than 50ms. In compari-
son, the FPGA framework has little or no latency to start with and
has comparable computational time with GPU, which results in
the total computational time around 8.137ms, which satisfies our
real-time monitoring performance. In this case, FPGA is much
more efficient than direct computing in the architecture based on
CPU and GPU computing.

5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a unified deep learning frame-

work for image defect classification or fault diagnosis in the man-
ufacturing industry and deployed in the edge computing frame-
work. With the application of transfer learning, data augmenta-
tion, and fully convolutional architectures, we demonstrate that
even with limited defective samples, deep learning approaches
can achieve 84% an 83% classification accuracy, which performs
30-40% better than traditional machine learning algorithms such
as random forest, decision tree, and SVM.
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Furthermore, to implement the proposed framework in the
high-speed rolling and inspection system, we deployed the CNNs
into the edge computing framework and demonstrated how the
edge computing framework can greatly reduce the computational
time of the CNNs deployed in the CPU and GPU architecture.
Application of both pre-trained CNNs and edge-computing make
it possible for the small manufacturing companies to perform
real-time fault diagnosis in high-speed rolling or inspection sys-
tem with high accuracy. The comparison of the defect classifica-
tion speed we have done in this paper may help these companies
to decide whether they need to purchase the edge-computing de-
vice to eventually improve the efficiency of the entire manufac-
turing system.

Finally, we implement the saliency map visualization and
embedding layer technique to provide a clear understanding of
how deep learning models make such decisions in the image de-
fect classification applications, which can be useful for diagnos-
tics.
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